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:1 Emp~aais is placed on the readily available literature during the period up
t~ and includ ing 1961 • The exp.rimsntal measurementa during this, period were
conducted under idealized conditions to achieve reprod uctibility, That is , the
bre akdown E field is externally generated and surface breakdown and preinatiare
breakdown through voi4s are suppressed,

To unify material , certain basic referenc es concern ed with solid sta te ,
transport and kinetic theory are cited where appropriate , A few references =
invest igating recent breakdown theory are cited and briefly discus sed . The bulk
of the theoretical breakdown references and all of the experimental references
that are cited in this report are for the time period prior to 1961.
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INT~~DUCTI ON

This literature search on the electr ical breakdown of insulators
-

. 

is motivated by problems related to satellites in synchronous orbit . Of
these , the presence of discharge currents through external plasma or through
dielectric insulating materials mounted on satellite conducting surfaces
represent a possible source of undesireable electromagnetic energy. The
literature search is oriented to the insulator breakdown aspect of this
problem.

The search is designed primarily as a road map pointing to refer-
ences that address various aspects of the problem. Time constraints pre—

elude the latter approach in any case.

The total area of investigation is diagrammed in Figure 1 where
ten somewhat independent topics ranging from the incident magnetospheric
fluxes to the discharge current flow, are identified . Other schemes to

— categorize the search are, of course, possible; the intent is to provide
a reference format that directs the search to important and criti cal areas
and hopefully covers all the important topics.

1. AN OVERVIEW OF THE SEARCH

Before embarking on the search , an overview of the problem and of
certain aspects of solid state materials is presented . The purpose is to

further clarify objectives by pointing out basic topics and appropriate
references concerning carrier behavior .

Similarly , a brief qualitati ve review of solid state aspects of
transport and breakdown theory is given to aid in clarifying and anticipat-
ing topics that are considered in more detail in references cited at a later

- - - - -- -~~~ -
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point. This allows citing r efer ences of a more general and basic kind that
address relevant topics in solid state theory.

It is first noted that the realistic insulator condition of interest
is the following:

- . a thin slab of insulating material,

• mounted on a metal plate,

• and irradiated by a spectrum of particle and photon fluxes.

— 
- Thin, in this case, is not a dimension measured in layers of atoms

or Angstroms as in thin film theory, rather metal thickness is of the order of

Satellite construction x~taterials and insulator thickness is of the order of
heat shroud materials.

The breakdown E field for this configuration is generated by the

charge separation induced by particles injected into the insulator slab .
The electrical breakdown is consequently more complex than that of a thin

insulator irradiated only by an externally generated E field. The portion

of the literature search indicated by item 6 of Figure 1 addresses the

latter problem. This is a subject much investigated both theoretically

and experimentally and is extensively reported in the open literature.

The relationships of the breakdown E field to parameters such as

temperature , thickness of insulator, duration of E field , frequency—-as
derived from the idealized insulator condition in category 6 of Figure 1
references , are assumed to provide basic inform ation useful to an investi-
gation under more realistic conditions.

It is important to note that experimentally measured breakdown E
fields as reported in Category 6 references are obtained by preventing

other discharges from disrupting measurements , that is by preventing surface
breakdown (flashover and tracking) and internal breakdown in voids. Thus

- - 
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reported measurements are usually maximum measured breakdo wn fields . The
presence of other discharges can adversely affect the reproducibility of
measurements or introduce unacceptable scatter into da ta .

These considerations are important since they imply that surface - 
-

breakdown may be the important phenomenon in some situations . Criteria have
been proposed that allow judgments in this matter. (See Whitehead 1951, 1 -

page s 8 and 9.) - - -

Here the “breakdown strength” conductivity and dielectric constants
of the insulator and external medium are compared to determine which is more
susceptible to breakdown. It is noted , however , that the external medium at

synchronous orbit differs radically from the ambient conditions at the
earth ’ s surface where most testing and measuring of breakdown fields has
been done.

B f the considerable literature on idealized br eakdown , the
Category .~ ~ee Figure 1) is emphasized. Other categories were in—
vestigat ~~. ~c a cursory level .

At this point , the items in Figure 1 are considered more fully, as
they apply to the realistic insulator condition of interest. The phenomena
leading to discharge currents occur as follows :

• Incident magneto spheric fluxes produc e charge separation
with in the insulator (2) ;

Injected pr imary and seconda ry electrons within
the insulator ;

A potential barrier at the surface ;

Reflected and emitted par ticles exterior to the
insulator ;

Possible interior radiation damage to the lattice
with the production of trap s (1) .

• The E field produced by charge separation electric ally breaks
down the insulator (6) .

• Discharge streamers or channels are produc ed within the
volume or on the surface (9) .
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• The conductivity of channel or streamer is determined by
(4), (6), and (8) .

When discharge channels grow to connect the regions of
separated charge , discharge currents (2) flow until
extinguished or a steady state is reached.

To estimate discharge currer .t w~weforms (10) requires that the time
dependence of the above phenomena be predictable . Currents that flow prior
to breakdown are of interest if they contribute significantly to radiation
spectra.

To describe and predict much of the phenomena (1) -- (10) depends on
the transport properties and equations for conduction carriers in the solid
state activated by strong E fields . These are also basic to insulator break-
down mechanisms that include the absorption of E field energy by carriers in
the conduction band and/or holes in the valence band and the subsequent trans-
fer of energy to the lattice by collisions. Breakdown , as described more
fully at a later point, is achieved either when lattice temperature exceeds
a critical temperature T and /or the rate of lattice ionization becomes un—
stable. The transport equations mak e these predictions possible .

The differences in breakdown theories arise from variations in the
insulator material and structure (crystalline or non—crystal line ) and by
variation of transport properties (heat and carrier conductivity, carrier
mobility, diffusion coefficient, heat capacity), and also the photon and
field environment , the initial density of conducti on carriers , details of

- 

- 
the transfer of carrier energy to the lattice , and the conduction mechanisms.

. There are currently believed to be five possible conduction mechanisms for
non-crystalline insulators ( see Lamb, 1967 , Chapter 1 and associated references) .

In a r,alistic situation, as has been noted , it may be necessary to
predict where breakdown will be initiated: through the insulators bulk or

in surface discharge through the external medium . This req uires a compar i-
son of breakdown strengths , conducti vities and dielectric constants of the
media as noted earlier.

_ _ _ _  
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Since these parameters, together with charge separation and dis-

charge channel growth also determine discharge current waveforms , it appears
the most relevant references are those concerned with the following properties

and processes -— some of which must be known as functions of time:

• Charge separation and associated E field

• Conductivity

• Breakdown field strength

• Dielectric constant

• Discharge channel growth

All the above depend on the transp ort properties of solid state
materials in a given temperature , E field , and injected particle er’vironment.

2. TRANSPORT IN INSULATORS

A brief discussion of the transport equations allows an opportunity

to observe where certain solid state reactions fit into the predictions of

particle (carrier) behavior in insulators. The transport equations provide
a math-physical model to describe the average behavior of an initial swarm
of conducting carriers activated by E and H fields while interacting statis—

tically with other particles and the insulator lattice. -

There are three areas relative to the transport equations where

solid state processes and mechanisms are considered. These are:

A. Processes tha t determine initial conditions and density of
carriers under environmental conditions o~ B , H irradiation,
temperature, externally injected particles and/or photons,
and the boundary materials;

B. the transport equations which describe carrier dynamics after
time t=O, or an equilibrium steady state condition; (the
expressions apply to the conducting particles, which are
usually electrons in the conduction band and/or holes in the
valence bond); and -

6
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C. Mechanisms that determine the statistical interaction of
carriers with other particles and the lattice .

In the classical kinetic theory Item C reactions appear in the ccl-
lision integral of the Bolt~~*rm Equation. The collision “cross section” or
probability of a reactio n together with the distr ibution function of the
carrier (Fermi-Dirac in equilibrium) contain the statistical information that
determines the time rate of change of the distribution function , f , due to
the reaction . 

-

The Items A, B, and C are now discussed and references made to

appropriate literature sources.

2.]. Processes Determing Initial Conditions

The “initial” density of carriers in the conduction band of in-
sulators can be strongly influenced (increased ) by £ fields as compared to
the relatively small effect of thermally raising electrons in the valence
band to the conduction band . The latter effect is small because of the
large energy gap separating the two energy bands in insulators.

The above “field emission ” mechanism has two simultaneous effects :

• A reduction of the potential barrier confining an electron
to the valence band , a trap site , or to another medium at
a boundary ;

• an increase of the thermal energy of the bound carriers.

- The mechanism is labelled Schott ky emission when applied to emission
through potential barriers at metal-insulator boundaries or emission from
valence to conducting carrier states . It is labelled Poo].a-Fre nkel when
carriers are released from trapped states. —

For details concerning these mechanisms , see Lamb , 1967 , Chapter 6
and associated references.Ii — “ - -  — - — - -— - 
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A somewhat similar mechanism is the “tunneling” that can occur through
“thin ” potential barriers of the order of tens or hundreds of Angstro ins . Mow—

ever , this mechanism is perhaps not applicable (except possibly at metal-in-

sulator boundaries ) to the relatively thick insulators of interest. Tunneling

- . 
is also treated in Lamb , 1967 , Chapter 5 and associated references are listed

there . It is noted in Stratton , 1961 , Page 236 that tunneling from valence
to conduction band can occur for high E fields .

The basic mechanism of these phenomena requires first the determi-
nation of a local potential energy functior (a “barrie r ” or a containing
well) and its appropriate use in the single electron Schroedinger equation
of quantum mechanics. The object is to find the probability of transmission

through the potential barrier (in the case of “tunneling”) or above the re-
duced barrier in the case of field emission . In similar fashion , the much-
used energy band structure defines the bound valence band energies , the

forbidden gap with embedded traps, and the energies and densities of nearly
free conduction electrons . Here the potential function used in the Schr oedinger

equation is tailored to the particular solid state medium of interest , and
the potential of trapped states is determined by field perturbations near
defects .

For the treatment of energy band structure in crystalline media and
elementary treatments of non-crystalline insulators , many basic tests on solid
state theory are available (see Van der Ziel, 1957 ; Seitz, 1940; Slater, 1951;
Kitte l, 1968; and , Harrison , 1970) . The references are listed in roughly

ascending order of completeness and sophistication .

A modified energy band structure is expected to apply to non-c rys-

talline insulators. For discussions of this subject , see Lamb, 1967 , Chapter
2 and accompanying references and LeComber and Mort, 1973 , Chapter 1, with

accompanying references. Note also , a conunent from a “state of the art”
reference J. DeVreese, 1976 , Page 438 regarding amorphous insulators:

“At present there appears to be wide—spread agreement that ,
if short range order in an amorphous state is the same as

-

~~ 
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the crystalline, some basic features of electronic structure
of the crystal are preserved. In particular, it is generally
accepted that the energy distribution of the density of states
remains essentially the same . Theoretical support to this
idea has been put forward by Klima and McGill .”

The possibility of photon absorption that allows carriers to climb

a barrier potential or become released from traps into the conduction band

is determined by the energy required of the photon and the mechanism for its

absorption. This subject is basic to studies of the optical properties of

insulators and of photoconduction. For survey discussions and lists of

references on these subjects , current to about 1972 , see LeComber and Mart,

1973, Chapter 13 (by E . A. Davis) and Chapter 15 (by J. Mart).

2 .2 The Transport Equations

The five transport equations describe the time dependence or con-

servation of carrier density , the vector momentum (or current density) and

the energy of carriers in solid state materials. The expressions apply

usually to electrons in the conduction band and/or holes in the valence

band , but may treat polarons or ions as carriers .

- 
The “polaron” is a particle representation of an electron z~~ving

in a polar medium which characterizes some insulating materials. The electron

distorts the polar structure which then reacts on the electron as though its

mass had been increased. For a brief general discussion of polarons, see

Kittel, 1968 , Page 329. For a discussion of (small) polarons as they

relate to non—crystalline disordered insulator materials see Lecomber
- and Mort, 1973 , Page 261. These are the materials of most interest.

An updated discussion of polarons is given in the reference 3. Devreese,

1976, Page 409.

The carriers interact with fields and they interact statiscally

with other particles and with the lattice. The Maxwell equations are also

used to describe field interactions with the medium. The Poission equa-

tion is the equation most used in references encountered in this search.

J 
However, Wolk, 1973 uses the Maxwell equations in developing transport

equations in generalized coordinates. 
_ _ ~~&~~ -.~.~_I1 
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The transport equations formulate the conservation of carrier part-
i de  density , momenta and energy or their equilibria . In practice the ex-
pressions are generated at the simplest level by a single particle phenome-

nological theory. At the other extreme, use is made of the more complete
and rigorous kinetic theory that deals, in principle, with swarms of particles.

In the latter approach , the dynamics of the swarm is determined by
solving the Boltzmann equation for the distribution function f .  Many simpli-
fications are used and the carrier expected density , mome nta and energy are
determined by suitable integrations using f .  (For a typical example of ex-

pansions in f used to facilitate solving the Boltzmann equation see Stratton,

1961, Page 255.)

An alternative, more approximate but simpler kinetic theory approach

derives the transport equations directly by taking velocity (or momentum)

moments of the Boltzmann equation. Here a form of f is needed to “evaluate ”

- 
-
~ moments of the collision integral. The integral operations determine average

carrier density, momenta, and energy .

- 

- 
The most complete transport equations are generated by using kinetic

theory. Examples of this approach , as applied to solid state are given in

considerable detail in the references:

• R. Stratton, 1961, Chapter 4

• W. Wolk, W, Granneman, 1973

The first reference considers kinetic theory applied to intrinsic

breakdown of solid state insulators.

The second reference presents an extensive critical account of the
use of kinetic theory applied to transport phenomena . It provides a suxmnary

example of the application of kinetic theory to determine certain transport

coefficient terms appearing in transport equations which may be used and/or
neglected in the single carrier phenomenological theories (e.g., electronic

10
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and heat conductjvitj es , diffusion coefficient, thermoelectric coefficients,
carrier mobility , heat capacity) . Also developed here are the drift current
and heat current densities (essentially first and second moment equations ) to
include tbaxaoe].ectric properties and chemical potential as functions of
carrier density. Also treated here are the transport processes of solids
under electron bombardment.

Though dielectric breakdown is not discussed , the transport equations
governing the absorption of E field energy by carriers and the subsequent
transport of energy to the lattice by collisions are processes included in
the general approach. These are basic mechanisms in breakdown theory .

The reference also develops in a concise and unified manner , the
important solid state phenomena:

- 

Onsonger relation, Seeback effect, Peltier effect,
Thompson effect , thermal conductivity , electrical
conductivity and the Lorenz ratio . See Wolk , 1973 ,
Page s 142—150 .

- - The experimental measurement or sensing of these phenomena allow
estimates of transport or solid state parameters .

At this point , in order to give some indication of the transport
“mechanisms” involved , it is j udged useful to present a simple form of the
transport equations as derived by formally taking the zero , first and second
velocity moments (or momentum (k vector) moments in quantum application).
The form of the equations read ily displays the coupling of the three equations:

• Carrier density continuity

• Carrier drift current or momentum balance

• Carrier energy balance

and the appearance of reaction terms (carrier collisions with lattice and
other particles ) that are modelled in the collision integral or its equivalent .

In the primitive form of interest , the equations are given. (See
Spitzer, 1962 , Allis, 1956) for th. classical expressions ). These require
quant~~ modifications to describe initial conditions and th. collision terms:

11 1
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+ V n  x , x= Reaction terms that increase or
d decreas e the rate of chan ge of n

with time . Also source terms
(secondary carriers) generated

- 

by absorption of other
particles, (photons, primary
electrons)

2. 
~~~ 

+ Vnm~ ~~~ - = y , Y= Reaction terms that increase
at d 

- or decrease the rate of change
of momentum with time

= ~~~~~, Y nm* VC vd

is an approximate formulation
wnere is the average
collision frequency of
carriers with “elastic” mom—
entum exchanging particles
(carriers with phonons and
lattice imperfections)

3. a nm~ + V run~ 
- = z , z= Reaction terms that alter

_~~~~~~~~~~_ d the rate of change of
- - Q carrier energy with time

. See Wolk , 1973 for the transport equations
—p indicates vector
____ 

expressed in generalized coordinates, andindicates average
also the “hydrodynamic” vers ion.

- 
- Although the expressions are written with carrier densities , momenta

and energy in mind , they are formally applicable to the transport of any “par—
tid es” in the insulator medium.

The expressions apply to “classical” or quantum solid state particles

but differ in the details of applying the required statistics. See Ziman, 1962

Page 264 for a discussion on this subject applied to the basic Boltzmann equa-

tion from which transport equations are derived.

The right hand side of the above expressions are derived from moments

of the collision integrals (or the quantum equivalent) . (See Ziman, 1962,

12
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Chapters III, IV, V, VI, VII.) Solid state theory is required here to define
interactions among particles and the lattice .

- t - In- the equations n represents the carrier density (usually d cc—

trons in the conduction band and/or holes in the valence band) , Vd is the
* drift velocity; henc e, nm* vd is the reaction momenta of carriers , and the

form~11y written term nm~ ww of Equation 3 is related to carrier energy .
Hence, I. is a continuity equation of carrier density and 2 and 3 represent
momentum and energy balance or conservation . m* is the equivalent mass
(quantum mechanically determined see Slater, ].95fl.

9. 9. 9. 9.
F = Q (E + w X H) where Q is the charge.

is the total velocity = + 
~~ I~! >> IV~I

9.
and U is usually taken isotropic.

39 .
Carrier density = n ffd w , f is the distribution function.

+ ,+ 3 +  ~~~~~~~~~.
= J wfd w and Vd is the average or drift velocity.

.
~~~~The term nm* ww relates to the energy of the carrier , henc e 3 is

seen to be an energy balance expression and can be converted to an approxi-
mate temperature balance under most conditions.

More specifically, the term V n m ~ ww can be written approximately:
—4. 3 99. 3Vnm~ w ~ kT 7n (where T is the carrier temperature ) and nm* w ~ itT.

Note in 3 that represents energy absorbed from the E field by carriers.
The energy lost to the lattice would be estimated by a term on the right
hand side of Equation 3.

The heat tensor term Q is a complicating fact or ~~ EqUation 3.
(Q is the so—called.heat flow tensor .) The term is discussed briefly

- .  

in Spitzer , u n , 1961 ap pUesasystema t ic analys is tO Equatio
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3 with the heat flow tensor term equal to zero . N. Wolk, 1973 discusses
certain we~tkni:sses in the energy equation from other viewpoints.

The coupling of the transport expressions is readily noted: The
“solution” of the energy expression in Equation 3 couples into 2 as a
divergence term. Similarly, the solution of 2 for momentum couples into
the continuity expression 1 as a divergence term. Hence, the “mechanism”

for generating, for example, the various coefficients and approximate forms
of the transport equations , and the coupling of thermal and electrical ef-
fects are derived from 1, 2 , 3 by appropriate expansions conversions and/or
simpl.ifications. See N. Wolk, 1973 and Ziman, 1962 for details relevant to

solid state applications .

The transport equations that are easier to use and understand are
based on single carrier approximations . Here continuity, momentum or force
or current equations and energy equations are used as derived by phenomeno—
logical considera tions , and solved together with the Maxwell equations (the
Poisson equation) . Certain coefficient terms such as conductivity or dj f-
fusion coefficient are written in as required and evaluated by other means .

Some samples of this approach are given in :

• Franz ’s avalanche theory of intrinsic breakdown (see
R. Stratton, 1961, Pages 248—251);

• Drudes classical theory of electrical conductivity (see
Slater, 1951, Page 341);

• A theory of space charge limited currents in insulators
(see Lamb , 1967 Chapter 4, and Tredgold, 1966).

In these references , relatively simple analyses provide a useful tool to
investigate several important aspects of solid state transport phenomena .

There are obvious advantages to using simpler single electron

theories. However , the subject of when it is valid to use them is not
addressed here because no sources discussing this topic were found in

the literature search.

14
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2. 3 Interaction of Carriers with Other Particles and the Lattice

The last item relevant to the transport equations considers the
. right hand side of the expressions 1, 2 , and 3. Phenoinenologically, these

terms represent the collisional interaction of the carrier particle ,

• in sca’:tering collisions at sites of lattice imperfections .
It is noted that imperfections generally scatter electrons
more effectively than thermal phonons (see Ziman, 1962 ,
Page 223,

• with lattice vibrations (phonons) ; that “scatter ” the
carrier (elastically) ;

• with excitons (bound electron hole pairs) , this “particle
does not contribute to conductivity until ionized by car-
rier impact or by photon absorption. It does transport
energy in its unionized form; an interesting account of
diffusion of excitons in molecular crystals is given in
iCalituin , 1961, Page 127;

• with lattice and traps in ionizing collisions;

• with other carriers of the same kind ; this allows the carrier
temperature to increase above the lattice temperature ( see
Stratton, 1961, Page 242) ;

• with recombining collisions of carriers with traps and
holes (electrons) (see Johnson, 1973) .

AU the above processes require quantum mechanics to define the
collisional mechanisms and probabilities.

The above interactions have been described as a “gas of excitations”
relative to the carrier (see Ziman, 1962 , Pages 2 , 3 , 257) . The idea , sup-
ported by the particle—like modelling of reactions in solid state theory ,
provides a conceptual advantage with regard to transport processes because
of the similarities with classical kinetic theory applied to transport pro-
cesses in gases.

Not all the above (excitations) are relevant or important in a
given material or application. Generally, the most important transport

I ~ processes are those of the conduction carriers and of the thermal lattice
vibrations and/or defects ( see Ziman, 1962), and their interactions . Thus ,

15
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transport expressions are characteristically generated using the relevant
or important aspects of 1, 2 , and 3 for a particular application .

Under the extreme conditions of carrier activation by high E fields ,

ionizing reactions and their statistics becomes important, particularly for
breakdown theories. For a treatment of ionizing collisions by impact, see

Stratton, 1961, Section 4.7.

Ideally, kinetic theory requires the solution of the Boltzmann
equation for the distribution function f with the ionizing and recombining

processes included in the collision integral. Apparently such analysis

has not been successfully achieved to date . Consequently, breakdown theories

are approximate and inaccurate to a somewhat unknown degree.

For elementary discussions of phonons, excitons , polarons , thermal

transport of phonons and lattice imperfections, see Kittel, 1966. For dis-

cussions and fortnu].ations regarding phonon-phonon, electron—phonon, electron—
lattice imperfection scattering, and electron-electron interactions , see

Ziinan, 1962. This reference also includes a treatment of thermal phonon

transport in Chapter VII on “Lattice Conduction” that is more complete than

Kittel .

For up—to—date discussions of transport processes in insulators,

see 1. DeVreese, 1976 , particularly the first chapter on General Theory .

For more complete treatment of polarons, see Chapter 7 of LeComber,
1973. 

—

A discussion of considerable practical importance relevant to

transport processes is given in Ziman, 1962, Chapter XI on size and surface

effects.

For an experimental and theoretical treatment of electron trapping

and transport , see W. Johnson, 1973.
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- - For a “State of the art ” discussion of electronic properties of

an~ rphous semi-conductors, with a list of references spanning 1960 - 1972

period , see Devreese, 1976, pp. 435 — pp. 465.

Iii _____________ 
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3. DIELECTRIC BREA~CDOWN
3.1 Introduction

This section addresses in more detail the Category 6 items of 
—

Figure 1 which were briefly discussed in the previous section. There 
- 

-

are two main objectives. The first is to present references to breakdown

theories in current use , together with brief descriptions. The second

objective is to present references to experimental results.

There is a wide range of insulator materials; the main classifica-
tion is the state of crys-tallinity. Most materials used for heat shroud

uses are non-crystalline insulators (teflon, kapton , mylar, and polymeric
films and coatings). Silica fabrics and silvered dielectrics have also been

proposed . For descriptions of experimental investigations of these materials
in simulated satellite environments , see K. G. Balman, 1976; W. Saylor, 1976;

V. Robinson, 1976; and others in USAF/NASA, 1976. Though silica and silvered
insulators have been cited as possible materials, it nonetheless appears that
references that investigate non—crystalline insulators are the most relevant.

The goal of breakdown theories is to determine the magnitude of

the S field at which the insulator breaks down, and there are various cri-

teria used or proposed to define the breakdown conditions . The transport

equations, describing the conservation of carrier density and of momentum

and energy in the solid state environment, are a unifying element in all
breakdown theories. It is usually an instability in the number density of
the carrier or of carrier energy that is used as the breakdown criterion.

As has been noted earlier , the S field causing breakdown is pro—

4 duced by charge separation within the insulator as generated by particle

and/or photon irradiation of the insulator. Photons , depending on their
energy and the quantum energies of trapping sites, can fill, or release
carriers from traps thereby storing or releasing charge . See Johnson et al.,

1973, for examples of theoretical and experimental investigations using

1) soft X-ray charging and thermal discharging to locate the energy of shallow
traps , and 2) internal photoeniission charging and optical discharging to
1
~
cate the ener y of deeper traps (3.5 cv below conduction band).
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Injected particles (electrons) may be trapped up to a saturation
point (see Lamb, 1967, Pages 23—29) , thus, providing a charge separation

mechanism that varies with time up to the saturation level .

The number and kinds of traps generally -are much greater in non-
crystalline insulators than in crystalline insulators , and have a pro—
nounced effect on the charge storage potential. Consequently, the charge
separation mechanism is a particularly important part of the breakdown
process for irradiated non—crystalline insulators. -

The charge separation is dependent on the energy of incident parti-
cles and on the highly variable surface structure of the insulator (i.e.,
the large and variable number of trap states that exist at surfaces) . For
theoretical and experimental investigation of charge storage due to trapping
see W. Johnson, M. Lampert, August , 1973. Also, see A. Epstein , 1975,

Chapter 2 on charge relations in MOS Systems, and see Leadon et al., 1976,

Chapter 4 on charge storage in polymers. For effects of charge separation

on conductivity see Lamb , 1967 and Tre4gold, 1965. For a study (mostly

experimental) of charge injection , storage and release in mylar and teflon
insulators see J. Azariwicz, 1973. For a theoretical study with parallel

experimental investigation of the polymer naphthalene , see J. Azaziwicz, 1972 .

The most relevant experimental references , in view of the above
Statements about materials and the £ field, are those directly investigating
breakdown for the specific materials of interest and under the proper sixnu —
lated conditions to produce charge separation and the resulting breakdown

E field (i.e., irradiation by simulated magnetospheric fluxes). One refer-
ence (USAF/NASA, 1976) provides abstracts conc erning experimental measurements
of this kind , but little actual data is presented . It is expected that quan-
titative experimental data will be forthcoming on the experimental studies

- reported in this reference.

Other available references located by the search concerning break-

down of irradiated insulators do not use the materials and irradiating fluxes

of most interest. However , some examples of references of this kind are cited —

below.

19
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As an approximation to the irradiated conductor-insulator con—

figuration of interest, a typical irradiated MOS structure might yield
useful quantitative information, or identification of trends or of appro-

priate mechanisms. A reference that considers such structures is A. Epstein

et al., 1975. Although breakdown is not specifically discussed here , the

radiation effects on phenomena related to the overall mechanism of break-

down are investigated (induced space charge, conductivity, the physics of

solid—solid interfaces and of charge relationships). This reference surveys

and cites about 137 references on these and related topics.

For a reference that investigates the modelling of ionization and

rëcombination effects on irradiated MOS structures see R. Leadon, 1976.

These are important processes in the breakdown mechanism.

Finally, as an example of recent experimental and theoretical

studies of irradiated non—crystalline insulators see W. Johnson, 1974,

1975 and 1976. This work includes breakdown investigation of Si02 insulator

mounted on Si semiconductor.

The following conclusions were reached regarding the search for

experimental investigations of breakdown in insulators:

• Little data was located regarding breakdown
measurements using the specific materials
(insulators) and irradiating fluxes of interest.
Though the report NASA, 1976 describes ongoing
experimental programs to investigate breakdown
under the required simulated conditions, little
data was available at the time of this writing
front these sources.

• The experimental data that is reported on break-
down of insulators covers experimental measuring
programs up to about 1960, which are extensively
covered in the literature. These data are ob-
tained under idealized breakdown conditions, the
scst important being an externally generated E
field and the suppression of flash-over, tracking
and internal discharge. The purpose of these early

20
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measurements was to obtain basic data and also
to test theory which dealt with somewhat idealized
conditions. The insulator materials investigated
and that are reported upon are both crystalline and
non-crystalline; although they are not the materials
of specific interest. However, it is expected that
the insulator materials of interest will, have prop-
erties within the range of those reported.

The material to follow is organized in two parts:

• Breakdown Predictive Theories

• Breakdown Comparative Measurements

3.2 Breakdown Predictive Theories

It is convenient to report breakdown theories in two groups : —

those prior to 1961 and those later . Two important surveys regarding
theoretical breakdown in insulators , (dielectrics) cover the period pre-
vious to 1961 (see Whitehead, 1951, and Stratton, 1961). These surveys

cite 260 references in the open literature. Though many breakdown theories

for various applications were gene--ated after 1961, only four are reported

here. They differ to some degree from the earlier theories. The later

theories will first be described. See Budens-tejn, 1975; W. Johnson, 1974;

Kidley, 1975; Hayes, 1973; and, Nekrashevich, 1971.

3.2.1 Some Recently Proposed Breakdown Theories

Of the later theories, Budenstein, 1975 is perhaps the most 11revolu—

tionary”. The motivation here is described as an attempt to develop theory
consistent with experimental evidence . This theory assumes breakdown is
initiated when a localized charge density reaches a critical value. Chemical

bonds are then disrupted , which frees lattice particles to form a high

temperature, high pressure gas of electrons , ions , atoms and/or molecules.
Hence , the critical breakdown criterion is the breaking of the chemical

_ _ _ _ _ _  
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bonds. A mechanism for channel or streamer growth is part of the theory ,
and breakdown proceeds as for a high T, high P gas. This work is presently

ongoing in two phases: study of the channel growth process, and fundamental
theoretical study involving the bond breaking process. Some modification

of tradition energy band theory is involved. Several references by the

same author that are related to his breakdown theory are given in this
report. Time did not permit acquiring and examining them .

The reference Hayes, 1973 investigates breakdown in a gaseous plasma

immersed in a strong E field, but doubtless the theory can also be applied ,
- 

- 
in modified form , to solid—state plasmas. This theory defines breakdown using

criteria dependent of the zero moment continuity equation of carrier density ,
formulated as a boundary value problem. The equation of continuity is solved

by a variational numerical technique and the minimum eigen value defines break-
down . Similar variational techniques to solve the Bolt~nann equation are
discussed in Ziman, 1962, Page 275. The mathematical treatment allows the

estimate of the minimum breakdown field as well as the maximum. A maximum
estimate is the usual result of variational formulations . However , it is

- - 
more important in practical usage to be able to predict the minimum break-
down field, hence , the special value of this analysis .

- - 
In Johnson, 1974, a breakdown model is developed to describe the

insulator Si02 breakdown in a Si02, Si slab configuration. The theory

proposes Fowler—Nordheim tunneling at irregularaties of Si0
2
-Si interfaces.

(For a basic treatment of this t .nneling mechanism , see Fowler, 1928. The
theory has undergone considerable extensions since the original formulation).

The tunneling prcduces local high current and heating. Positive ions from

Si02 dr ift to irregularities and increase the S field. Positive feedback

ensues with consequent thermal runaway . Hence , the breakdown condition is
defined from a form of energy balance equation. The reference Ridley, 1975

is a more complete development of this theory by one of the investigators.

This pattern of breakdown has some resemblance to “internal f ield emission
breakdown ” discussed in Stratton, 1961.

22
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The reference Nekrashevich, 1971 proposes and develops a simple
one dimensional breakdown theory based on a macroscopic singl. particle
representation of the energy transport equation (second moment) that includes
an energy term representative of non—electrical processes. The equation
is solved for total current density, allowing for appropriate boundary con-
ditions at boundary interfaces. The breakdown criterion uses an instability
of the total current.

An interesting consequence of this approach is the possibility of
predicting reduction or increase of the E field required for breakdown caused
by non-electrical contr ibutations to the .~nergy equation.

Realistic applications of the theo ry may require extending the
analysis to t~~ or three damensions. The weaknesses in the use of the
energy equation should be considered as discussed in M. Wolk, 1973. The
overal l, simplicity of the approach should not obscure the fact that heat
capacity and the conduction and ionization coefficient terms , whose use
is implied , are functions of the temperature , the solid—state parameters,
and implicitly of the S field. The calculation of currents at boundaries ,
where tunneling or field emission may occur , requires separate investiga’—
tion. However , boundary currents should be consistent , at least appro—
zimately, with a first moment transport equation in the interface boundary
region where much trapping can occur in insulators.

L 23
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3.2.2 Breakdown Theories Before 1961

As has been noted earlier , two references are available that
critically survey the literature of the theoretical breakdown of di—

- ‘- electrics. These are S. Whitehead, 1951 and R. Stratton, 1961. These
two reports , and the 260 references they cite covering the period up to
1961 are the sources of the brief description that follow. Another
survey report in this time period (see Mason, 1959) contains most of the
s ary experimental material referenced in section 3.3. This survey
work contains 115 references of a theoretical and experimental character
as applied to the breakdown of solids .

As will be discussed more fully, all the breakdown criteria use
a version of the energy transport equation (3) of page 12. Using the

equation, the breakdown criteria postulates an equilibrium or instabil ’.ty
in the energy

-
-

~f — 0

where E is the carrier energy . £ is represented formally in equatio n (3 )

by the term

E = n m ~~ww

If the latter quantity is reduced to a scalar ½nm~ w
2
, E can be related

to T. Then:

becomes a breakdown criterion.

The solution of the breakdown equation then provides a critical field F
0

such that breakdown occurs when F > P
— C
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In view of certain difficulties inherent in the heat or energy
equation ( see Woj .k, 1973; 5p~itzsr, 1962; and Buneman, 1961), its use to
define a breakdown condition could be too restrictive or inaccurate in
some situations. However , references discussing these limitations and
their possible role in preventing a match between theory and experiment

- - were not located in the search. Rather, the scatter in exper imental
measurements and deviations from theory of experimental results are
gener ally assumed to originate from variability in materials, boundary ,
sur face conditions and other experimental parameters. The difficulties
in acquiring reliable measured data are surveyed in Mason, 1959, and

~~~~~~ 
1958.

T~~ general categories of breakdown theories are identified :

. Thermal Breakdown (see Stratton, 1961
and Franz, 1958)

. Intrinsic Breakdown

-
~ Intrinsic breakdown is furthe r subdivided into:

-j . Collective Breakdown

• Avalanche Breakdown

. Internal field emission breakdown

These are discussed in Stratton, 1961, Pages 235—236.

In general, breakdown is said to occur when enough energy has
j been transferred to the lattice that the lattice temperature T0 exceeds

a critical temperature T .  This usually required an unstable increase
of carrier energy 5, and consequently the breakdown condition is not

— sensitive to the precise value at T~.

- As has been noted, the energy balance equation is a unifying
feature of all the breakdown theories discussed and referenced in this
section, and as they appear in the referenced surveys (see Stratton, 1961).

I The equation is a form of equations (3) (see page 12) and is conveniently
- 

written: 

— -~~~~~~-~~~~~
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4. = A(F,E,T~ ) - B(E ,T0)

where

S is the carrier energy ( formally represented by nm~ of a

equation (3))

+
A(F ,E ,T )  is the rate energy is absorbed from the S field. - It

-1 +is represented by F• vA in equation (3) and represents a gain

of carrier energy si~~e vd is in the direction of F.

B(E ,T )  is the rate energy is transferred to the lattice .
It is represented by appropriate energy moments of the collision
integral (or its solid state equivalent) on the right side of
equation (3). Collisions of carriers with the lattice (phonons)

is the chief reaction (see Stratton, 1961, Pages 240 , 254) .

F if the applied E field intensity.

T is the lattice temperature .

The various theories use different means of estimating A and B in
equation (4). Since breakdown is characterized by

the above equation becomes the breakdown equation by asserting :

(A - B) > 0,

and usually:

(A — B ) — 0

is taken as the breakdown criterion . The equation is then solved for the
breakdown field F.
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3.2.2.1 Thermal Breakdown

Thermal breakdown uses the same form of energy balance as eq (4) .
• However, when this equation is appiied to a macroscopic heat balance of a

volume of insulator, the form ~~~~~
. becomes VC, ~~

Q. and applies to the lattice

energy , not the carrier energy (Cv is the lattice heat capacity , T0 the
lattice temperature, and V the volume of insulator) .

F 

The heat loss term A now becomes the heat lost at the insulator

surfaces to the ambient mediwn D(T , T )S where S is the area, I is lattice-: 0 a o
temperature, Ta is ambient temperature.

The heat gained (or absorbed) is expressed

~PP3= - -
‘7

- 

- where a is the conductivity (a transport property) . a depends theoretically
on the number of density of carriers and the mobility.

The mobility depends primarily on the collision reaction of carriers with
the lattice imperfections and phonons. See ICittel, Page 215, and Lamb, 1967,

LeComber, 1973 and Mott, 1971 for more extensive trea ent of conductivity
applied to non-crystalline materials , which are the type of most interest.

The heat equation can be solved to estimate t~, , the formative
time lag :

tP Cv~~~ T P)F2 D ITa 
a ( 0 ,
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This time lag is characteristic of thermal breakdown . Note also that the
term S/V indicates that size is a factor in thermal breakdown .

Thermal impulse breakdown is defined when F is large enough in
equation (5) so that the last term 0 S/V may be neglected .

A transport term K (the heat conductivity) is needed in the evalua-
tion of 0. Thus , the three transport terms Cv~ ~ and K are needed to eval-
uate the breakdown equation . Discussion of these important terms at a rather
basic level are available in Kittel, 1968. For more complete and unified
discussion, see Wolk, 1973: For more complete discussion of thermal break-
down see Stratton, 1961 and Franz, 1958.

3.2.2.2 Collective Breakdown

- 
- The mechanism of collective hreakdown operates when the density of

carriers n is large enough so that inter-carrier collisions exceeds col-

lisions with the lattice phonons and imperfections. The energy absorbed

by carriers from the E field (which is designated F to distinguish it from

energy 5) ,  then is distributed among carriers in a Maxwellian distribution

— 
that allows the carrier temperature T to rise above the lattice temperature
To. The criterion that determines when collective breakdown operates is

n >n~ , where n0 is a critical electron density. For discussion of

see Stratton, 1961, Pages 243 , 263 and 264 .

Since the distribution function f is Maxwellian under collective
breakdown conditions, the average rate terms in the energy equation which
provide the breakdown equation can be evaluated using the Maxwellian dis-
tribution function . See Stratton, 1961, Page 242 and Shockley, 1951). 
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The energy balance expression for collective breakdown becomes
approximately

nkT) A(F ,T,T0) - B(T ,T0)

where T is the carrier temperature

T is the lattice temperature.

The breakdown F = F is determined from
- t  B

and A and B are averages of A , B obtained by using the Maxwellian
distribution function f.

For more detail in solving ~or the breakdown field F = F
B , see

Stratton, 1961, Page 242. It is noted that a characteristic of collective

breakdown is that when F > F3 , the breakdown is very rapid. (Tempera ture
— of the lattice T0 reaches T~ rapidly.) This differentiates collective

breakdown from avalanche breakdown and thermal breakdown , which proceed
more slowly .

It is noted that the survey reference Stratton, 1961 includes
- - collective breakdown criteria for crystalline materials that contain a

significant number of trapped carriers (see Stratton, 1961, Page 243).

For details of these analyses using single carrier theories , see

Stratton, 1961, Pages 242—244 . For details of collective breakdown analyses

using the kinetic theory techniques, see Strattoii, 1961, Pages 263—268 and

Pages 268—269 . Also , see Fr~hlich, 1947 and O’Dwyer, 1957.

3.2.2.3 Avalanche Breakdown

When the initial carrier density n < n
~ 
, then breakdown proceeds

by ionization of th. lattice. Those carriers having ionizing energy or 
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greater , ultimately produce cumulative avalanching of the electron density .
It is possible that when n > n

0 
that collective breakdown then takes over .

The distribution function f is difficult to determine in this
case because of the ionizing and recombination processes that must then be
accounted for in the Boltzinann equation. This impinge3 on the accuracy with
which collisional reactions of the carrier with the lattice and other par-
tid es can be known theoretically.

Approximate estimates of breakdown fields when n < n are based

on interelectronic collisions being negligible compared to electron-lattice

collisions , and the requirement that enough carriers of the swarm have
energy S > I , where I is the ionizing energy. This criterion has made pos-

sible a formulation for high energy and low energy breakdown criteria.
The reference Stratton, 1961 discusses an approximate formulation of the

F-- low energy breakdown of Von Hippel (see Stratton, 1961, Page 239—242) and
the high energy criterion of Fróhlich (see Stratton, 1961, Pages 244).

For details of the high and low energy criteria and breakdown

fields using the ref inements of kinetic theory, see Stratton, 1961, pages
269-273. For details of a single carrier avalanche multiplication breakdown.

see Stratton, 1961, Pages 244—248. For avalanche multiplication breakdown

including holes, see Stratton, 1961, Pages 248—252. These are relatively

simple average carrier theories. For details of avalanche multiplication

breakdown using many of the refinements of Kinetic theory, see Stratton,

1961 and Franz, 1956.

It is noted that the thickness of insulator material is a factor

in avalanche- breakdown (see equation 185 , Stratton, 1961) whereas collective
breakdown is not influenced by material size. Furthermore, the breakdown

field F3 is expected to increase rapidly as the thickness L decreases, up

to some limiting L = L ’ . The time influence (a formative time lag in
avalanch breakdown similar to thermal breakdown ) is indicated in the avalanche
breakdown equation (3a) in Stratton, 1961, Page 250. 
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It is noted that avalanche breakdown theories require many simplifi-

cations; the most severe resulting f rom the influence of ionizing and recombining

- 
- 

processes. It is remarked in Stratton, 1961, Page 284, that improvements

in existing theory require investigation of non-homogeneous electron distri-

butions and the effect of recombinations (neglected in existing theory)

on the impact ionization rate.

3.2.2.4 Internal Field Breakdown

The density of free carriers can be increased by the action of an

external S field causing tunneling or field emission from the valence band.

For a discussion of this mechanism, see Stratton, 1961, Page 252—253 and

Franz, 1956, and Zener, 1934.

Again , the energy balance equation is used to define breakdown by

equating the heat required to increase the lattice temperature to the break-

down T~ = T ’ 
, to the heat absorbed by carriers in the conduction band from

an S field of intensity F:

t t
F 2 Ff 3Tdt = ej~P3 f ndt C

~ 
(T

0 0

- 
— 

The carrier density n is a function of time as determined by the

tunneling rate (a quantum determination) . The dependence of mobility ~.i on

carrier collisions has been briefly referred to elsewhere. However , to

repeat these references relating to non-crystalline materials, see Lamb,

1967, LeCombez,~ 1973 and Mott, 1971.

3.3 Breakdown Comparative Measurements

The breakdown prediction theories referred to in the previous

section demonstrate that the breakdown field varies significantly with
temperature, insulator thickness, and the time to breakdown in the case of
thermal. and avalanche breakdown. These theories also predict a
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variation of breakdown strength with the frequency of AC fields .

However, as noted in Mason, 1959 , because of the very intense fields
required for breakdown (on the order of 1. to 15 M Volts/cm) , strong electro-
static compressive forces are present (plus mechanical stress heating) which
can cause failure before the electrical breakdown is realized. Consequently,

breakdown measurements often must be made at relatively low temperatures
and in short times. Hence, use is frequently made of impulse testing (pulses

of short duration) for measuring intrinsic breakdown field strengths.

The phenomona of surface breakdown and internal breakdown within
insulator voids also limit the ability to measure the intrinsic break—

down field predicted by theory.

The references Mason, 1959 and Whitehead, 1951 present representa—
tive breakdown data as a function of the variables cited above for a limited
number of insulator materials, both crystalline and amorphous . The latter class of

material is more relevant to the objectives of this survey

The comparative data reproduced here originates in the above reports.
Time has not permitted an extensive examination of the original sources listed

in their bibliographies.

3. 3.1 Breakdown Field Strengths VS Temperature

The variations of breakdown field strength of amorphous substances
• as a function of temperature has been most successfully predicted by Fr~ihlich

See Fr~hlich, 1939 and Whitehead, 1951, Pages 37—48~. In this theory a 
*

critical temperature T is defined above which intercarrier collision rates
exceed collisions with the lattice . This is the definition of collective
breakdown as discussed earlier (see Stratton, 1961). Below T , the dielectric

strength (breakdown field) increases with temperature , but decreases with
temperature when T > T

~ 
. The trends in breakdown strengths of the polymers

in Figure 1 bear out these predictions. It is expected that the following
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data should provide ballpark estimates for similar materials. -
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Figure 2 (See Mason, 1959, Page 4)
I

The trend of higher breakdown fields for polar polymers is consistent
with a “polaron ” carrier of relatively high effective mass .

It is instructive to compar e the above amorphous insulator break-
down strengths with those produced in another kind of amorphous insulator ,
glass, shown in Figure 3.
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Finally , the variation of breakdown strength with temperature of a familiar

crystalline insulator material is shown in Figure 4.
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A tentative conclusion here is that crystalline material has intrinsic
breakdown strengths about 1/10 that of polymer insulators, and amorphous

• glass insulator resembles nonpolar polymer substances most in breakdown char-
acteristics. It would be unwise to generalize on these estimates.

3.3.2 Breakdown Strength VS Thickness

As noted in the section on predictive theories , both thermal break-
down and avalanche intrinsic breakdown depend to some degree on insulator
size (thickness). For a discussion of thickness effects, see Whitehead,
1951, Pages 83—89, and Fr~~lich, 1947. Some sample measured values of break-
down strength for glass , mica and the highly crystalline salts CaE’2 N~E’

are given below. It is noted that amorphous insulators show less depen—
dence on thickness, probably due to the smaller mean free path (see Whitehead,
1951, Page 87).

O 25
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Figure 5 (See Whitehead, 1951, Page 83)
(See Moon, 1933)
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Figure 6 (See Whitehead, 1951, Page 86)
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Figure 7 (See Whitehead, 1951, Page 87)
(See Plessner, 1958)
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3 .3 .3  Breakdown Streri~ith VS Time

References to analyses of breakdown strengths using the energy
balance equation indicate that thermal and avalanche breakdown involve time
lags and breakdown fields reduced in strength as the duration of the E
field is increased . For a discussion of time effects and impulse breakdown
see Whitehead, 1951, Pages 89—96.

The time lag calculated (the so called formative time lag) is,
theoretically, the time for the electron (carrier) temperature to become
very large (see Wh.itehead, 1951, Page 93). The calculation does not include

th. time for a discharge channel to be formed , a process much longer to ac-
• complish. The measured time lags are usually larger than the formative time

lags that are calculated. Data reported in Mason, 1959 for time lag
effects are given to indicate the magnitude of these effects on the
breakdown field. These include a comparison of the breakdown of glass
for an E field having various rise times, see Figure 9, and includes data
relevant to th. operation of longer processes (the failure of poly.thelene

with the nimiber of cycles of E field), see Figure 10. Discussion of the

longer tim. processes is given in Mason, Pages 43—48.
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An interesting display of the effect of frequency and temperature
on the breakdown of polyethylene are given in Figure 11, which is taken from

Mason, 1959, Page 7.
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Figure 11

A comparison of AC and DC behavior of the polymers polythene and
polystyrene are displayed in Figure 12 which is taken from Mason, 1959.

- 
- Comparison of s.c. and d.c. Electric Strength Values for Polythene and Poly.

______ 

styrens, in the Absence of Discharges”

Tempera. Electric strength (MV cm ’ (peak) ) ± Standard Deviation
curs
(‘C) Polythene PoIg’st), ns

• s.c. d.c. s.c. d.c.
— 196 7’7 ± 3 per cent 8.0 ± 4 per cent 6~7 ± 3 per cent 7.0 S per cent
—95 71 ± 8 per cent 74  ± 4 per cent 71 ± 4 per cent 6’7 ~ 7 per cent

17 31 = 26 per ceo 7’2 ~ 7 per cent 61 13 per cent 61 ~ 3 per cent
70 — — Si ~ 12 per cent 66  = 5 p.r cent

The test specimens were between 10 and 60 microns cluck.
In these tests the stress was increased at a steady race such that th. breakdown ~o1tag,

of about 30 kV was sttasned in about 30 sec. With polythen. he s.c. electric strength —

at 20 C was some 30 per tent lower than the value shown above, if the scrsss was in-
creased in 21 kV steps at 30 sec intervals.

Figure 12 (See Mason, 1959, Page 7)
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3.3.5 areakdown Strength VS Prestressing

Insulators can build up a space charge to oppose the applied elec-

trical E field stress. Hence, when external stress is removed , the remaining
space charge can continue to electrically stress the insulator. If an cx-

ternal field of the right polarity is applied at a later time, the insulator
may break down at a lesser stress than an insulator that has not undergone
prestressing. Furthermore, the reduction of intrinsic breakdown strength

of prestressed insulator can operate over periods of several hours - An

example of this phenomena for a glass amorphous insulator is displayed in
Figure 13, taken from Mason, 1959, Page 12.

4

2 
(a)

0 - - n - r n
3 4 5 6 7

t :i 
(b)

~ r~mn nn p n
(C)

3 rn-~di-nrn7
Electric strsn~th — (M~hn (peck))

(P7 imitay ~~‘ tIsi dater. ?hyác.I R.s.,

~.) ~~ .._,, ~~. ~o annsIjIiq
(b) Prearemssd at L 3  MV cm ”. Xe atsm1~~q(4 Prst~~~.d,, 13  MV en- ’ Muwskd aitaonsrda tee 3 hr IW C(4) ~ o p.~~~~~adq. Atvealid toe a 1w. IWC

Decreer. of electric arength of ifat,: at 20’ C due
to space thaqes formedl dunng pr estressing

Figure 13 (See Ma-son, 1959, Page 12)

3.3.6 Flashovtr and Tracking

Breakdown by surface discharges is discussed in Whitehead, 1951,
Pages 223—233 and in Mason, 1959, Pages 31-48. Surface breakdown is roughly
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divided into two phenomena: flashover and tracking. Flashover is a gaseous

discharge external to the surface and causes no permanent impairment of the
surface insulating properties. Tracking discharges take place wholly or
partially within th. insulator and on its surface. Permanent impairment
can occur. For more detail, on these processes , see the above references.
Measured data on a few insulating materials are given in Mason , 1959
where, certain empirical expressions in use are presented with critical
co~~ent. Whitehead, 1951, provi4es mainly a discussion with tentative
conclusions provided by investigators working in the field.

For examples of more recent work. in this area, see M. Mulcahy, 1971
and K. Bouchard, 1968 . The latter referen ce is concerned with surfac e dis—
charges on metal sur faces. A more recent reference is 24. Akahane, 1974 ,
which reporte dly contains 17 additional references , but has not been re—
viewed for this survey .

I ~ 

_____________________________________________________
3.3.7 Internal and Partial Breakdown

Because stress (intensity of B field) becomes more intense in
regions of lesser dielectric constant , gas filled voids within insulator
mat•rials can break down sooner than the insulator within which they are
embedded . Mason, 1959 discusses this phenomenon and present s : empirical
formulae in use; some equivalent circuit representations ; photographs of
breakdown channe ls; and some representative data for breakdo wn occurring
for direct voltages, surges , and alternating voltage, each for a limited
ni ber of materials, some of which are non—crystalline substances. In

addition, a section on mechanisms of deterioration by internal discharges
is qualtatively smima.~rized for a number of non—crystalline materials
with a number of references to sources in the open literature .

Whit.head, 1951 discusses similar material and includss external
gas discharge s and th. datsction of discharges. Since this work is a - 

-

- , - survey, as is Mason, 1959 , the material is well referenc ed to sources
in the open literature .
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3.3.8 Comparison of Predictions and Breakdown Measurements

Samples of comparisons between measured and predicted breakdown
fields are not extensively rep orted in the survey literature encountered on

this search. Howeve r , a fair amount of representative experimenta l data
-~~ is reported and also , a few empirical laws are discussed in Mason , 1959 and
— Whitehead, 1956. By using the theoretical prediction theories referred to
- 

- 

elsewhere, and the reported experimental data, comparisons could be made by
using appropriate theoretical calculations. Since time did not permit
this exercise , the predictions reported here are derived from the limited
amount available in the reference surveys Mason, 1959 , Stratton, 1961, and
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Figure 14 (See Whitenead, Page 77) 
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Whitehea~d, 1951. Though limited, it is felt these comparisons are repre—

- 

-
~ sentative becwzse of the survey nature of the three references . No doubt

an. examinati on of the rnmterous original references cited in these rep orts
- I ~ou1d reveal many more comparisons between theoretical and experimenta l data .

~~~~~~~ . 

/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~3,
b. /

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1 - 

~‘ “1
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~~~~~~ ~~AàlL ~Comp..ziaon of Fröhlioh’s theory with
- von Hipp.I end 3laurer’s experünsat. on glee..

Figure 15 (See Whitehead , 1951 , Page 81)
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Figure 16 (See Mason , 1959 , Page 17)
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3.3.9 Discharge Channels

Except for the reference Budenstein, 1915 , which cites on-going -~theoretical work on streamer formation and growth, no sources investigating
stre amers or channels through solid state materials were located . However ,
the reference T. Dakin, 1962 investigates these processes for gaseous media . - -

The mechanisms here are expected to have similarities to the solid state

case, since the breakdown of plasma and growth of plasma columns is involved -

in each case .

I
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SU14MARY

- 

- The literature search on dielectric breakdown identifies references
that contribute to a relevant and realistic overview and that are consistent

- with the objectives and applications of the search. A preli minary investiga—

I 
tion served to categorize the search into ten somewhat independent topics .

Since not all topics could be reviewed, the search emphasizes the

- 
literature most extensively reported and that investigates parameters of
dielectric breakdown chosen to be fundamental in nature . ~~st of this type

- 

- 
of work was performed prior to 1961. Much of the theoretical work of this

- 
- period is in current use,. but a need to revise and expand it is recognized.

The accompanying experimental investigations are performed u.nder carefully
controlled external conditions that differ from the tnagnetospheric environ-
ment. Nevertheless, the measured breakdown data that examines the variation
of breakdown strength with basic parameters is intended to be useful for
general conditions.

Some of the reference sources cited examine breakdown of insulators
irradiated by particle fluxes . However, the materials , their configuration
and the characteristics of the incident flux do not match those of specific
interest. Investigations of the specific materials and similated magneto—
spheric environment are in progress ,(tISAF/NASA , 1976).

Because the breakdown of the insulator lattice depends on the
transport properties of carrier particles in their solid state environment,
certain topics in solid state , transport and kinetic theories are cited
where rel evant. These topics are a unifying element in breakdown theory and
are referenc ed for that reason.

The important breakdown work prior to 1961 is reported and referenc ed
— in three existing survey reports of the period. These have been much used

in this rep ort . Breakdown theo ry of more recent vintage is reported to a

& 
lesser degree . All experimental data repo rted is from the pre— 1961 period .
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